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D eception is common in human-to-human communication (Galasinski, 2000; Turner, Edgley, & Olmstead, 1975) and can be detrimental to individuals and organizations by causing people to make suboptimal or even wrong decisions. Therefore, how to separate deception from truth has been a critical and long-standing research issue in social science, psychology, and other disciplines. Computer-mediated communication (CMC) has attracted wide attention of deception researchers (Hollingshead, 2000; Zhou, Burgoon, Nunamaker, & Twitchell, 2004) . Given the growing phenomena and increasing amount of deception in CMC, the magnitude of unfavorable consequences because of ignoring or failing to detect deception can be immeasurable. This becomes especially important in the era of ubiquitous communication where communication partners usually are physically distributed. The discovery of online behavioral patterns of deceivers can benefit not only low-stake daily communication but also high-stake activities such as business negotiation and criminal investigation.
Prior research on behavioral cues to deception has focused on monologue and dyadic interaction. In the 21st century, increased globalization and competition in the world economy reinforce the importance of groups in organizations. The growing availability of the Internet and advances in computer networks make it possible for real-time communication and collaboration among distributed group members through synchronous CMC. As a result, deception in online groups is emerging as a severe problem. There has been extensive work in information systems and related disciplines that examines the effect of group size on various forms of group performance (Dennis, Valacich, & Nunamaker, 1990; Fjermestad & Hiltz, 1998 Gallupe et al., 1992; Marsden & Mathiyalakan, 1999; Masoodian & Apperley, 1996; . It is generally reported that enlarging group size increases the amount of group output (Dennis & Wixom, 2002) . However, no published empirical studies exist that examine potential changes in behavioral cues to deception with different group sizes.
Interpersonal deception theory and prior findings on the effect of group size on the quality and quantity of group outcome and satisfaction of group members motivate this research. The theory posits that cognition and behavior of information senders and receivers vary accordingly as the deceptive communication context varies in properties related to interactivity. A triadic group represents a different communication context from a dyad. As a result, behavioral cues to deception exhibited in the above two groups can be different.
Dyads and triadic groups share common characteristics such as refraining group members from free riding because of small group sizes but also differ in other group characteristics. One of them is majority influence (Baker & Petty, 1994; Nemeth, 1986 ) that may exist in a triadic group. In general, majority influence is the attempt by a majority of group members to impose their common positions on group dissenters during a decision-making process. It is a strong force driving a group toward conformity, a process of resolution of conflict by which the minority of a group accepts or complies with a group's view, thereby changing their opinions to that of the majority. When making group decisions, group members may feel pressure from the majority and tend to follow their views, regardless of their validity (Nemeth, 1986) . Zajonc (1965) also argued that the presence of other individuals can increase the arousal of dominant responses or the drive level of a person. Thus, a deceiver is likely to experience a higher level of arousal when confronting more members in a group, which increases the likelihood of causing other group members to become suspicious and results in failed execution of a deceptive intent. If the increase in arousal elevates the difficulty of deception, more behaviors are likely to be leaked as cues to deception. Another difference between dyads and triadic groups lies in the group output that increases with group size (Dennis & Wixom, 2002) . The larger amount of group output produced by a triadic group also means more turn takings and a higher level of cognitive load for an individual in the group because she or he has to monitor interaction with two other members instead of only one in a dyad. Therefore, deception strategies and tactics are expected to change with the group size, and correspondingly behavioral cues used to separate deceivers from truth tellers are likely to differ between groups with different size.
The current empirical study innovatively investigates whether deceivers demonstrate different behavior in dyads than in triadic groups during decision making via synchronous CMC. To our best knowledge, it is the first empirical study that focuses on examining whether behavioral cues to deception change as the group size increases in the CMC environment, particularly with the presence of a single deceiver in each group. We explored the impact of group size on cues to deception through the development of a novel research model and analysis of deception data collected from controlled laboratory experiments. By assessing the impact of communication intent in different-sized groups, the current study provides insights into the circumstances under which behavioral cues are most effective for deception detection. Generally, the cues to deception that remain effective across groups with different sizes are likely to have better generality. On the contrary, if group size significantly affects behavioral cues to deception, group work and communication within (or across) organizations or among individuals are likely to be more efficient and effective in groups where deception is at least partially suppressed. Furthermore, existing deception models, theories, and heuristic knowledge will have to be adapted accordingly.
In the rest of this article, we first present our research model by drawing on relevant deception research and group research. We then propose hypotheses about the relationship between communication intent and behavioral cues to deception in triadic groups and dyads respectively. Next, we describe the research methodology, data analyses, and results, followed by discussion. Finally, we conclude the article with key findings and implications.
Background
An individual's deception within a group is an attempt to influence the group with believed-to-be-false information. Social science and communication research has long studied how and why individuals deceive. The investigation of cues to deception rests on the assumption that there are observable behavioral differences between deceptive and truthful people (Ekman & O'Sullivan, 1991) . Behavioral indicators of deception come in various forms. At the highest level, behavior is generally divided into verbal and nonverbal categories. Verbal indicators are directly related to spoken or written content (e.g., language complexity), whereas nonverbal behavior is referred to as accessory features while a person is producing the content (e.g., response latency). A recent meta-analysis suggests that verbal and nonverbal behavior has large effect size on cues to deception, and many factors may moderate deceivers' behavior (DePaulo et al., 2003) . To capture the richness of behavior, the current study makes use of verbal and nonverbal behavior as cues to deception.
The pervasiveness of CMC has attracted the attention of deception researchers. Despite the increasing number of published studies on deception in CMC (e.g., , this line of research is still in its infancy. CMC can be classified into two categories: asynchronous and synchronous mode. In asynchronous CMC, group members communicate with one another at different times. Such asynchronicity provides deceivers with greater control of communication behavior and forethought, as well as with more time to plan, rehearse, and edit their messages before submitting them. In contrast, synchronous CMC is more spontaneous. Deceivers have little time for preplanning and much less time for editing messages. In the current study, we selected synchronous CMC for several reasons. First, distributed synchronous communication is widely used in interpersonal communication and work-related discussion (Handel & Herbsleb, 2002) . Second, in the light that face-to-face communication is synchronous, synchronous CMC enables us to make a direct comparison between current results and prior findings obtained from face-to-face communication. Third, the majority of existing empirical studies on group effect are conducted in synchronous communication environments.
Most laboratory experiments and/or field studies designed to elicit or observe behavioral cues to deception used either monologic or dyadic communication. Many of them entailed deceivers performing deception in an Zhou, Zhang / Deception Behavior 143 uninterrupted, monologic fashion to a panel of judges or delivering recorded deceptive messages to a hypothesized receiver for later reviewing, listening, or reading (Anderson, DePaulo, Ansfield, Tickle, & Green, 1999; Burgoon, Buller, Ebesu, & Rockwell, 1994; Maier & Thurber, 1968) . Although some recent studies concentrate on deception in dyads (e.g., , whether the cues identified in dyads can remain effective in triadic groups is unknown.
DeSanctis and Gallupe (1987) identified group size, group proximity, and task type as key factors driving group support systems design and use. Dennis and Valacich (1994) also emphasized the importance of group size to the success of electronic meetings. However, extensive literature on group research generally assumes that group members contribute to a group task with truthful intent. Deception and potential attrition to the group effort caused by deceptive intent have never been taken into consideration. Most group support system (GSS) studies on assessing group performance used group size varying from 3 to 12 (Fjermestad & Hiltz, 1998 . Some also used groups consisting of two members (e.g., Hackman & Vidmar, 1970) . The state-of-the-art deception research has rarely used groups consisting of more than two active participants. As an exploratory effort, the current research compared cues to deception in triadic groups with those in dyads to examine the effect of group size on cues to deception.
Grounded on interpersonal deception theory, group, and CMC research, we have developed a research model for the moderating effect of group size on the relationship between communication intent (deception vs. truth telling) and behavioral cues to deception. The interpersonal deception theory provides support for deceivers'behavior, which can be used as cues to deception. People who attempt to deceive usually struggle with two conflicting goals: taking a deceptive action and keeping undetected. A deceiver has to adjust his or her behavior according to the interaction context to increase the chance of success in deception (Burgoon, Buller, & Floyd, 2001; Burgoon, Buller, Guerrero, & Feldman, 1994 ). The research model is shown in Figure  1 , which illustrates how the effect of communication intent on behavioral cues to deception is moderated by group size (i.e., triadic groups and dyads). The notation (T) following the specific cues indicates that the effects on the corresponding cues are expected to be significant only in triadic groups, whereas (D) denotes that the effects are expected to be significant only in dyads. If there is any difference in the impact of communication intent on behavioral cues to deception between dyads and triadic groups, it indicates the moderating effect of the group size.
Hypotheses Development
Group size may moderate behavioral cues to deception in groups with a single deceiver. First, compared with a dyad, the diversity of knowledge and perspectives that a triadic group brings to a task and the levels of interactions that take place among group members are very likely increased. The chance of having someone with the specialized knowledge necessary to detect discrepancies in messages should be greater within a larger group (Marett & George, 2004) . Hence, deceiving more than one person at a time is difficult (Marett & George, 2004) . Second, as membership increases, the intimacy of information exchange and the affective ties within the group decline (Cartwright & Zander, 1968; DeSanctis & Gallupe, 1987) . Thus, the additional participant in a triad increases the perceived distance between any two participants, which causes group members to be more circumspect with incoming messages and less tolerant of different opinions. Third, a truth teller in a triad tends to reach consensus more easily with the other truth teller than with the deceiver. Such consensus between two truth tellers in a triadic group forms a majority opinion. When performing a decision-making task under the majority influence, the minority in a group typically yields to the opinion of the majority rapidly (Baker & Petty, 1994; Nemeth, 1986) . Despite a deceiver's 
Figure 1 The Research Model
resistance to committing to what she or he really believes, she or he is under the pressure of conformance to the decisions of truth tellers (the majority) in the same group (Baker & Petty, 1994; Nemeth, 1986) . Consequently, the deceiver may experience a higher level of arousal during the interaction with two truth tellers than with one truth teller and potentially leak more behavioral cues to deception. Therefore, a triadic group setting with a single deceiver and two truth tellers presents a disadvantage to the deceiver. Because free riding is less likely to occur in a smaller group , a deceiver is expected to participate in a task more actively in a dyad than in a triad. A stronger sense of accountability and responsibility in a dyad may provoke a higher level of evaluation apprehension in the deceiver, leading to more leakage of behavioral cues to deception. Therefore, the deceiver in a dyad also faces unique difficulties.
The arousal in a deceiver may be reduced when faced with more than one truth teller in a triad in a CMC environment. In comparison to face-to-face communication, CMC can reduce majority influence in a group and encourage the minority to challenge the majority thinking (Tan, Wei, Watson, Clapper, & McLean, 1998) . In addition, electronic messages go through separate composition, editing, and transmission processes, which offer deceivers more time to polish messages and prepare truth tellers for delay in response (Hollingshead, 2000) . CMC is a leaner medium than face-to-face communication, by reducing the number of channels a deceiver has to monitor and making it easy for a deceiver to concentrate on composing a coherent message (Hollingshead, 2000) . By removing some cues such as visual and audio behavior from outgoing messages, CMC reduces the chance of exercising influence during decision making. If a person is used to influencing others by increasing the pitch of voice and/or by gestures in the face-to-face environment, he or she is restricted from doing so in CMC and has to resort to a less effective alternative. Meanwhile, with fewer incoming cues, it may feel easier for the group minority to challenge the majority thinking (Rice, 1984) , and the odds begin to tip in the deceiver's favor. Given the reduction in social cues that provide information regarding one's status in the group, people feel less inhibited when interacting via CMC (Hollingshead, 2000) .
Deception is a cognitively challenging task (Ekman, 2001 ). When concocting deceptive information for a decision-making task, a deceiver has to engage in various cognitive operations (such as thinking and reasoning) (Johnson & Raye, 1981) . In a triadic group where there are two truth tellers, a deceiver has to take extra effort to monitor feedback from them to gauge success because suspicion from any of the truth tellers may foil the goal of deception. The deceiver has to deceive in a less offensive and disruptive manner than truth tellers by concealing the interpersonal conflicts . Hence, cognitive complexity is likely to be higher for a deceiver than for a truth teller in a dyad.
Deceivers are likely to exhibit strategic behavior during deceptive communication . One type of strategy used in group conversation is the tendency of information senders to control their partners' responding actions throughout the course of an interaction, possibly by quantitative, participatory, and sequential means (Itakura, 2001; Zhou, Burgoon, Zhang, & Nunamaker, 2004) . Such a tendency may be increased as the occasion calls for it, such as a need of presenting a convincing narrative or an argument with a skeptical receiver (Zhou, Burgoon, Zhang, et al., 2004) . In the light of the difficulty associated with deception in a triadic group, a deceiver may become more conscious of exploiting strategies and tactics during the interaction than in a dyad (Marett & George, 2004) . As such, the deceiver in a triad could influence his or her partners' attitude toward what she or he says and prevent them from believing otherwise.
Quantity of a group conversation is based on the assumption that each speaker's contribution to the conversation is quantifiable in terms of the sum of turns or the size of text produced during the conversation. It cannot only enhance a deceiver's persuasiveness but also allow the deceptive intent embedded in occasionally truthful messages (Zhou, Burgoon, Zhang, et al., 2004) .
Participation refers to patterns of a participant to take turns to send and respond to messages. Turn takings from different participants may have overlaps, especially in CMC that allows parallel entry and alleviates the turnblocking problem (Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, & George, 1991) . Synchronous CMC closely resembles verbal interaction but is poorer at managing interruptions, organizing turn takings, conveying comprehension, and resolving floor control conflicts (Smith, Cadiz, & Burkhalter, 2000) . Therefore, a deceiver in a triadic group can still manipulate his or her interaction patterns in an attempt to counter the propositions of truth tellers. For example, a deceiver may take shorter pauses between consecutive messages, which may frequently interrupt truth tellers' thinking and even cause them to change their mind. When disagreeing with another person's opinion, people will often slightly delay their turns (Smith et al., 2000) , which allows the original assessor to downgrade or alter the assessment to maintain an agreement (Pomerantz, 1984) . Deceivers may employ the strategy of delaying responses to signal truth tellers to change their mind. By assuming more control over their interaction pace, deceivers are likely to demonstrate a higher level of participation than truth tellers in triads.
Sequential behavior refers to the way in which the conversation participants share initiating and responding moves when creating sequences of utterances (Itakura, 2001) . It is argued that a person who initiates a conversation has a final judgment on whether to produce a follow-up or withhold it, depending on the nature of a response (Weisband, 1992 ). An initiator has the advantage of producing the first advocacy influence in a CMC group. Therefore, the deceiver in a triad may attempt to influence the final decision by initiating a discussion. By asking questions, a deceiver can create a sequence of utterances and give herself or himself an edge of gaining time for preparing deception and receiving support from truth tellers. Loftus (1975) suggested that an addressee of questions is unlikely to oppose the presuppositions of questions, even if she or he cannot commit herself or himself to the truth. Shuy (1993) showed a mechanism of getting a child to commit to potentially untrue statements by framing questions in a way consistent with the child's worldview. In such cases, questions are manipulated in a way that entice people to do something that they may not do otherwise. In line with the goal of gaining commitment from other group members using strategic communication , the deceiver is more likely to initiate questions than either truth teller during interaction in a triadic group.
Hypothesis 1: In a triadic group, the deceiver displays higher levels of (a) cognitive complexity, (b) productivity, (c) question, (d) initiation, and (e) participation than truth tellers.
In a dyad, the deceiver only has to deal with one truth teller. Because of the intimate relationship between group members in smaller groups (Slater, 1958) , the truth teller may be hesitated to express criticism. By taking advantage of the truth teller's concern over group cohesion, the deceiver will experience less complex cognitive operations and feel more comfortable to argue against the position of the truth teller with little worry about being suspected. Hence, cognitive complexity of the deceiver will be the same as that of the truth teller in a dyad.
The deceiver is less motivated to adopt a dominant strategy while interacting with one truth teller in a dyad. She or he suppresses rather than exposes those behaviors that can be controlled (Hocking & Leathers, 1980) to prevent him or her from being suspected. Thus, the deceiver may choose to protect herself or himself by keeping a low status and letting the truth teller take the lead during certain phases of communication (Burgoon & Dunbar, 2000) .
Compared with planned deception, spontaneous deception is more challenging. The deceiver in a dyadic synchronous CMC group is compelled to take the partner's opinion into account and make spontaneous adjustment to his or her own messages. The time spent on such a reactive process can lower the productivity of the deceiver. In addition, the deceiver will attempt to mimic the truth teller by reciprocating the amount of participation and involvement of the truth teller in interpersonal deception Burgoon, Dillman, & Stern, 1993) . Thus, the difference in productivity and participation between the deceiver and the truth teller in a dyad is less likely to be salient. Confronted with a less "adversary" force in a dyad, the deceiver does not feel the need of initiating a discussion and asking questions but allowing the truth teller to initiate the discussion. The truth teller in a dyad, who values group cohesion, may opt to ask the deceiver questions for explanation rather than challenging or criticizing the deceiver directly when a conflict occurs. Thus, the sequential dominance in terms of initiation and questioning of deceivers will be the same as truth tellers in dyads.
Hypothesis 2: In a dyad, the difference in (a) cognitive complexity, (b) productivity, (c) question, (d) initiation, and (e) participation between the deceiver and the truth teller will not be salient.
People preoccupied with making up deceptive messages present themselves in ways that seem less forthcoming and less compelling (DePaulo et al., 2003) . With no real facts or ground to rely on, deceptive messages tend to be less complex. Taxed by the attempt to deceive and avoid detection, deceivers may resort to short and simple messages. Given the fixed time for completing a task, each participant on average has more "air time" in a dyad than in a triad. An incoming message received by a participant in a dyad is addressed to him or her only, which gives him or her less time to prepare response. Under the stringent time pressure, the apprehension and cognitive complexity associated with deception would come in the way of adopting more sophisticated language. Therefore, the deceiver is expected to use simpler language than the truth teller in a dyad.
Deceivers may feel guilty either about deceiving or about the topic(s) they are discussing (Ekman, 2001; Knapp & Comadena, 1979; Knapp, Hart, & Dennis, 1974; Vrij, 2000) . Diary studies of small "everyday" lies suggest that people feel discomfort and guilty while lying and immediately afterwards (e.g., DePaulo et al., 2003) . With this state of mind, deceivers'patterns of language use will be characterized by more words that reflect negative emotion (e.g., hate, worthless, sad) or lower pleasantness (DePaulo et al., 2003) . Deception is found to positively relate to negative affect in dyadic settings of asynchronous CMC (Zhou, Twitchell, Qin, Burgoon, & Nunamaker, 2003) . Driven by the deceptive communication goal, a deceiver is more likely to introduce conflicts into a group but less likely to resolve them by compromising with the truth teller's position. As a result of sending unfavorable messages, a deceiver is expected to be less pleasant than the truth teller in a dyad. Zhou, Zhang / Deception Behavior 149 Hypothesis 3: In a dyad, the deceiver displays lower (a) language complexity and (b) pleasantness than the truth teller.
Because inertia is less likely to occur in larger groups (Gallupe et al., 1992) , the deceiver in a triadic group feels less time pressure while preparing for a response. With more time at discretion, the deceiver has a better chance to prepare messages using complex languages. In addition, a higher level of cognitive operation of the deceiver in a triad can also be demonstrated by longer messages, words, and/or phrases. On the other hand, the tendency for deceivers to focus on the logical structure and content of deceptive messages compels them to exploit simpler language. Thus, we expect that language complexity does not vary with communication intent in a triadic group.
Consisting of three members, a triad increases the perceived distance between any two members in comparison to a dyad (DeSanctis & Gallupe, 1987) . Hence, the baseline pleasantness of a truth teller is accordingly lowered. People are likely to hold different viewpoints in a group decision-making context (McGrath, 1984) , let alone intentionally introduce conflicts into the group like a deceiver. In a triad, because a truth teller is more likely to take the same stance as the other truth teller rather than the deceiver, both truth tellers will justify their opinions and argue against the deceiver. Consequently, not only are the deceiver's messages less pleasant but also are those of the truth tellers. The deceiver, as the minority of a group, may be motivated to make "friendly" compromise with truth tellers and achieve the deceptive goal in a less noticeable way. Therefore, we expect that pleasantness of messages does not vary with communication intent in a triadic group.
Hypothesis 4: In a triadic group, the difference in (a) language complexity and (b) pleasantness between the deceiver and truth tellers will not be salient.
Method
In the current study, a controlled laboratory experiment was carried out to test the above hypotheses. It used a group decision-making task in a synchronous CMC environment. The experiment consisted of a 2 × 2 factorial repeated measure design that manipulated communication intent (deceptive vs. truth telling) and group size (dyad vs. triad). Given constant interaction between members within groups, communication intent was treated as a repeated factor, as shown in other deception studies (e.g., .
Operationalization of Distributed Synchronous CMC Medium
Yahoo! Instant Messenger (IM) was selected as the group communication medium because of its capability of supporting synchronous communication among two or more distributed participants. To eliminate the potential effect of personal relationship on behavioral cues to deception, we assigned fake names to participants in the experiment. Thus, participants were not able to tell the real identity of other group members. In addition, participants were ushered into separate labs as soon as they arrived, which prevented them from seeing each other before and during the experiment. This allowed us to simulate a distributed synchronous CMC environment.
Characteristics of Participants
A total of 68 undergraduate students enrolled in three high-level information systems courses at an East Coast public university in the United States voluntarily participated in the current study. About 59% of them were male, and 90% had English as their native language. Participants were randomly assigned to 16 dyads and 12 triadic groups. They were informed that they would receive four extra course credit points for their participation. All participants had prior experience with instant messaging. None of them had previously dealt with the decision-making task used in the current study.
Operationalization of Decision-Making Task
A group decision-making task is performed based on personal values. Because group members are likely to hold different or even conflicting viewpoints of a situation from another member, deception is easy to occur while a group is performing such a task. However, this task does not lessen the difficulty of deception because it requires participants to develop a shared understanding of assessment criteria and alternatives and reach a consensus on which alternative is the best (McGrath, 1984) .
In the current study, we selected a group decision-making task named Desert Survival Problem . In this task, participants hypothesized themselves as a group of flight passengers who were stranded in a desert after a plane crash on a hot summer day. Their task was to rank a list of salvageable items such as knife, flashlight, and salt in the descending order of their importance to survival. Participants were given no decision guidelines except some fundamental background knowledge on desert survival, which was not directly related to the salvageable items given in this task. Group members had to generate their ranking decisions based on personal preferences and group discussion. 
Experimental Procedure
After finishing an online questionnaire regarding their demographic information and previous CMC experience, participants started to read the task scenario and perform the task. The task involved a discussion among members of each group on the ranking of items via IM. During the discussion, each participant had to present his or her individual rankings and justify them to other group member(s). The discussion would be stopped when the maximum time limit was exceeded or when participants reached a consensus on the ranking. Finally, participants proceeded to a postquestionnaire about the communication experience. Deceivers were also asked to report what they had deceived during the discussion. A Web-based system was implemented to not only support data collection but also automate the workflow of the experimental study.
Operationalization of Communication Intent and Group Size
Each participant was randomly assigned to either a dyadic or a triadic group, and one and only one participant in each group was randomly selected as the deceiver, who did not know his or her deceptive role until the experiment started. No participant was aware of the communication intent of other group members.
Participants who played the role of deceivers were informed that they had to deliberately rank the items in an order that was notably different from what they really believed. During the follow-up group discussion, they must maintain the ranking different from their true belief. Truth tellers were told that the main goal of this task was to generate the most reasonable ranking as a group. To check the manipulation of deception, deceivers were asked to rate the deceptiveness of their messages and specified on what accounts they deceived after the discussion session.
Operationalization of Behavioral Cues to Deception
There were about 20 cues to deception identified to have large effect size in a previous meta-analysis (DePaulo et al., 2003) . However, the potential utility of some indicators is hindered by the difficulty of monitoring them in a normal CMC environment. Based on empirical findings on cues to deception in the extant literature and the accessibility to those cues in synchronous CMC, we selected five types of verbal behavior and two types of nonverbal behavior, as listed in Table 1 . Verbal cues include cognitive complexity, lan-152 Small Group Research guage complexity, pleasantness, productivity, and question; and nonverbal behavioral cues consist of participation and initiation.
All of the behavioral cues were measured using messages captured by the Yahoo! Instant Messenger. The verbal behavioral cues were tallied first and then normalized with the total number of words in messages. The nonverbal cues were measured at a message level and normalized by the total number of messages.
To facilitate efficient and effective analysis of the collected data, we developed a text analyzer that could automatically process instant messages and derive the value of each dependent variable. For example, the instant messenger recorded the timestamps and content of each message exchanged in sequence. The values of some variables (e.g., participation) could be computed based on the timestamps of instant messages. The encoding of some variables (e.g., productivity) were simply frequency counts (e.g., the total number of words), which can be easily accomplished by computer programs. The analyzer was also enhanced with an English parser, a mature naturallanguage-processing technology. For example, the parser can generate noun phrases for an English text, which were used to automatically determine average length of noun phrases. In addition, specialized dictionaries were also incorporated to measure some dependent variables. For example, pleasantness was measured using an affect dictionary (Whissell, Fournier, Pelland, Weir, & Makarec, 1986) , which compiles thousands of words that express pleasantness to varying degrees indicated by numbers. The above-established technologies and dictionaries significantly enhanced the efficiency and effectiveness of our data encoding.
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Table 1 Behavioral Cues to Deception and Their Measurements
Cognitive complexity: ratio of cognitive operations (e.g., thoughts and reasoning) Language complexity: measured by three variables: (a) average length of sentences, (b) average length of words, and (c) average length of noun phrases Pleasantness: overall friendliness and pleasantness of messages Productivity: the total number of words in the exchanged messages Question: ratio of interrogative sentences or clauses Participation: measured by three variables: (a) response latency: time duration between receiving a message and sending a response, (b) pause interval: the time that elapses between sending two subsequent messages, and (c) turn takings: the number of turns taken to exchange messages Initiation: whether a member initiates the task-related discussion
Analyses and Results
The effect of communication intent on behavioral cues to deception was examined by comparing behaviors of deceivers with those of truth tellers in the same groups. The impact of group size on cues to deception was analyzed by comparing the effects in dyadic and triadic groups. The measures of dependent variables for truth tellers in a triadic group were derived by averaging the values of two truth tellers. Table 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics of dependent variables. Table 3 presents comparative results of repeated measure analyses on dependent variables. For dependent constructs (i.e., language complexity and participation) that showed significant effect, univariate analyses were followed to evaluate the strength of individual variables.
The analysis of triadic groups revealed a significant effect of communication intent on cognitive complexity (F = 12.403, p < .01), participation (F = 6.015, p < .05), and initiation (F = 5.011, p < .05). In particular, deceivers in triadic groups experienced a higher level of cognitive complexity (M = .028) and initiated discussions more frequently (M = .75) than truth tellers (M = .02 & .21, respectively). A follow-up univariate analysis of participation showed that compared with truth tellers, deceivers took shorter pauses between send-154 Small Group Research ing consecutive messages (p < .01). However, there was no significant effect of deception on productivity, language complexity, pleasantness, and question in triadic groups. For dyads, the results showed a significant effect of communication intent on language complexity (F = 10.85, p < .01), pleasantness (F = 3.74, p < .05 in one-tailed test), and participation (F= 3.17, p < .05 in one-tailed test). In particular, deceivers in dyads showed a lower level of pleasantness (M = .27) than truth tellers (M = .31). A follow-up univariate analysis of participation showed that compared with truth tellers, deceivers experienced longer response latency, F(1, 15) = 6.76, p < .05, and tended to take shorter pauses, F(1, 15) = 3.46, p < .1. A univariate analysis of language complexity showed that compared with truth tellers, deceivers used shorter noun phrases, F(1, 15) = 4.84, p < .05, and were likely to use shorter words, F(1, 15) = 3.47, p < .1. Although deceivers displayed a higher level of cognitive complexity (M = .029) than the truth teller (M = .026), the difference was not statistically significant (p > .1). In addition, no significant effect of deception on productivity, initiation, and question was found in dyads.
To sum up, our four hypotheses were at least partially supported in their subpropositions in the current study. On one hand, the effect of communication intent on cognitive complexity and initiation was significant in triadic groups but not in dyads, and the effect on participation was stronger in triadic groups than in dyads. Therefore, Hypotheses 1(a), 1(d), and 1(e) were supported, Hypotheses 2(a) and 2(d) were supported, and Hypothesis 2(e) was weakly rejected. On the other hand, communication intent had significant impact on language complexity and pleasantness in dyads but not in triadic groups. Thus, Hypotheses 3(a), 3(b), 4(a), and 4(b) were supported. Productivity and question did not appear to vary significantly with the communicaZhou, Zhang / Deception Behavior 155 tion intent in either group setting. Therefore, Hypotheses 1(b) and 1(c) were not supported, and 2(b) and 2(c) were supported.
Discussion
Previous deception research has rarely gone beyond dyads. Transcending the normal communication context adopted by the past deception research, the current study makes innovative contributions to the field by investigating the effect of group size on cues to deception in synchronous CMC.
The results of the current study shed light on how group size may moderate the impact of deceptive intent on behavior in CMC. They provide empirical evidence that increasing the group size from two to three affects some measured behaviors. We observed several interesting differences in deceivers' behavioral patterns in two group settings. In terms of verbal behavior, deceptive intent is more likely to increase the level of cognitive complexity in a triadic group than in a dyad, which conforms to the expectation that it tends to be more difficult for a deceiver to make reasonable justifications in a larger group. The deceiver in a triadic group was potentially under the majority influence from truth tellers. Thus, the deceiver had to engage in more cognitive operations than truth tellers. Because of more frequent turn takings and higher accountability of an individual in a dyad, a deceiver was likely to use less complex language to allow himself or herself to concentrate on deceiving. Moreover, the deceiver in a dyad produced messages with less pleasantness. Conversely, the truth teller, valuing consensus over confrontation because of the goal of the task, may be less willing to use available means to contradict opinions (G. J. Shaw, 1998; M. Shaw, 1981) .
The results on nonverbal behavioral cues were also very encouraging. The finding that more deceivers tended to initiate discussions in triadic groups indicates that deceivers may be more motivated to adopt communication strategies and tactics in a larger group. The result about participation consistently showed that deceivers tended to take shorter pauses between consecutive messages in both types of groups. However, longer response latency only occurred in dyads. The pattern of response latency in the dyad setting is in line with the findings of previous research (DePaulo et al., 2003) . As the group size was increased from two to three, the chance of receiving a message by a deceiver at any given time was also increased. This was bound to reduce the response latency. In the light of the reduced intimacy in message exchanges among members in a larger group, truth tellers in a triadic group took more time and caution in preparing responsive messages. Therefore, the difference in response latency between the deceiver and truth tellers in a triadic group became less evident. The above findings concur with previous observations that verbal and nonverbal behavior can become important discriminators of deception, and deception is usually leaked via some communication channels or others (DePaulo et al., 2003; Ekman, 2001) . Given the limited amount of attention, even if a deceiver could manage one channel very well, she or he may ignore other channels.
Alternative Explanations
It seemed contradictory that the deceiver in a dyad used shorter pauses but longer latency than the truth teller. As shown in Table 1 , pause and latency are defined in reference to the sending of the previous message from the same person and from another party separately. The above finding reveals an important fact that the deceiver concocts a series of messages while delaying responses. It suggests that it is less difficult for a deceiver to elaborate on his or her standpoint than to come up with a timely response to an incoming message from a truth teller.
There were no significant effects of productivity and question found in dyads and triadic groups in this study, despite the finding that productivity was an effective cue in a prior asynchronous CMC study . We identified several possible alternative explanations for the mixed findings. First, unlike asynchronous CMC used in the previous study, in which participants had sufficient time and opportunities to create and revise their messages so as to make them as persuasive as possible, deceivers in the current study used synchronous CMC and had to construct answers almost spontaneously, with little time for planning, rehearsal, or editing beforehand. In addition, behavior reciprocity between interactive partners (Burgoon et al., 1993) in synchronous communication is higher than that in asynchronous communication, which might have blurred the difference in quantity behavior between deceivers and truth tellers. Second, the anonymity feature of the communication channel encouraged more participation from the otherwise "shy" members by detaching ideas from their proponents (Dennis & Wixom, 2002) . Anonymity can reduce participants' apprehension and domination by high-status group members because the source of ideas is unknown . Thus, exchanging messages anonymously has great impact on the influence process within a group. The "multiaccessibility" feature (i.e., can be accessed by more than one group member at any time) of an electronic communication channel like IM makes it difficult for a dominant member to prevail. Combination of these factors promotes more equal participation from all group members and less difference in the quantity of messages. Third, participants in this study were Zhou, Zhang / Deception Behavior 157 students who tended to have similar background knowledge and experience. The similarity among them might result in comparable thinking or common sense, which reduces the logical group size (Valacich, Wheeler, Mennecke, & Wachter, 1995) . Consequently, truth tellers could easily challenge the deceiver's position, and the deceiver had to scrutinize his or her behavior to avoid divulging the deceptive intent. The moderating effect of group size on productivity may appear if we further increase group size. Last, in addition to questions used by deceivers to gain strategic advantage, truth tellers also tended to probe deceivers to get further clarification and justification of deceivers' decisions by raising questions. Thus, question did not emerge as a good indicative behavior of deception in this study.
Consistent with our prediction, but opposite to findings from the face-toface communication context (DePaulo et al., 2003 ), deceivers exhibited a higher level of cognitive complexity and shorter pauses than truth tellers. Spoken conversations have turn and response structures governed by a set of simple rules. People's inability to listen to multiple people speaking at the same time for a long period limits the number of possible turns in any face-toface spoken conversation. An electronic communication channel (e.g., IM) can be accessed by all group members at the same time (multiaccessibility feature). Communication via IM is less restrictive than spoken communication because multiple users can construct messages simultaneously, and reading can be quicker than listening (Smith et al., 2000) . The typical pause interval between messages can be shorter. To exercise more influence on the final decision during task discussion, deceivers were highly motivated to send messages frequently with less intermediate pause. The decision-making task also required cognitive operation of a participant to figure out a better alternative and justify it to other group members, which is different from a routine deception task of recalling a past event. Deceiving by forgoing a more obvious choice may further increase the level of complexity in the cognitive process. Therefore, the patterns of behavioral cues to deception exhibited in decision-making groups supported by CMC, especially in larger groups, may be a reversal of the patterns found in face-to-face settings.
Practical Implications
The practical implications of this research are twofold. The research raises some pragmatic concerns about deception in group communication and collaboration using CMC, especially for decision making. It also highlights new theoretical issues, challenges extant models, and invites further studies on deception in CMC.
Making decisions based on misinformation can have profound effects on individuals and organizations and, even worse, may undermine economic viability and affect social or political decisions. Group size offers a new perspective for experts to detect and assess the occurrence of deception. Organizations can manipulate group size to mitigate the chance of deception under certain circumstances. The results of the current study provide some insight into what may be done. On one hand, it is more cognitively challenging for a deceiver to commit deception in a larger group. As a result, she or he is more motivated to adopt communication strategy and tactics. On the other hand, when engaged in dyadic decision making, an organization should pay attention to whether the group is unusually slow in providing responses, chooses simpler language, and shows less pleasantness in the exchanged messages.
IM provides a convenient and cost-effective way of communicating with remote people in a near-synchronous manner. The percentage of teenage population who frequently chat online for communication purposes is much higher than that of the older population (Grinter, 2002) . In the near future, IM may become an alternative communication medium to telephone. With the substantially increasing reliance of commerce, governments, and the public on CMC to conduct business, convey messages, and share information, deception poses a growing threat to our society. As a type of flaming behavior, deception in prevalent CMC may jeopardize the security and safety of cyberspace (Hundley & Anderson, 1995) . Thus, there is a strong demand for research on cues to deception in CMC, as pursued in this study.
Individuals and organizations should give caution to applying the above research findings to all CMC groups. The results of the current study were obtained from participants who were not aware of the true identity of other group members. A history of personal or working relationships among group members may further increase the arousal in deception (Buller, Burgoon, Buslig, & Roiger, 1996) . For example, interpersonal trust may bias the perception of a message toward truth. It is suggested by previous research (Rice, 1984) that the usage frequency of a communication medium may affect interaction behaviors. However, we did not consider individual differences among participants in the current study. That being said, in the real world, groups without prior online communication experience or with similar usage levels exist widely in organizations and in the public IM chat rooms, so these results may still be useful for predicting deception in many organizational and personal communication circumstances.
deception. If a group is large enough to allow individual's identity to get lost in the "crowd," the deceiver will feel at ease to achieve her or his deceptive goal successfully. Larger groups gain more benefit from the use of CMC by reducing process losses than smaller groups who can function well without using CMC (Dennis & Wixom, 2002) . Thus, we expect that as the size of a group increases, the display of behavioral cues to deception increases until a maximum threshold is reached. Any further increase of group size will yield negative impact on unveiling deception. Third, the effect of group size needs to be studied in conjunction with other group tasks. Decision making is only one type of task that groups in organizations perform. Other tasks such as idea generation and problem solving that require different kinds of capabilities of group members may lead to different patterns of behavioral cues to deception.
Conclusion
The objective of this research was to investigate the moderating effect of group size on behavioral cues to deception in distributed synchronous CMC. To our best knowledge, there have not been comparable empirical studies in the extant literature. The current work advances deception research and provides insight into the dynamic impact of deception on verbal and nonverbal behavior. It provides empirical evidence showing that the effectiveness of cues to deception is contingent upon group size. The findings are potentially beneficial to not only deception researchers and practitioners but also general users of synchronous CMC. This research also prompts a new perspective to the broad GSS research. To have a more comprehensive understanding of the impact of group size on deception behavior, studies with larger groups, different tasks, and identified CMC settings should be undertaken in the future.
